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Equal weight outperformance: better exposure to the right tail
Sydney, 22 June 2018 – Equal weighting a portfolio has outperformed its market capitalisation counterparts
over the long term and over almost all short term periods. This is because it consistently gives investors
exposure to the right hand distribution tail compared to market capitalisation approaches according to
VanEck’s research paper released today.
The new research paper, Why equal weighting outperforms – The mathematical explanation provides
analysis of why VanEck’s Australian equally weighted portfolio has outperformed its market capitalisation
counterparts.
According to the paper, the distribution of individual stock returns is not the normal distribution that most
analysis assumes. Instead, the distribution of individual stock returns is ‘skewed’ or pushed to one side with a
long tail of outperformers with very high returns located on the right hand side of the distribution curve.
The paper shows that the very large companies which dominate market capitalisation are not likely to be the
ones with the extremely high returns on the right hand side. However equal weighting consistently gives
investors greater exposure to the smaller stocks situated in the long tail of high performers which is what
leads to outperformance.
Arian Neiron, Managing Director – Head of Asia Pacific, “Investors should aim to get significant exposure
to the right side of the distribution curve where the winners sit which isn’t possible with a market capitalisation
index. An equal weight index gives investors consistently greater exposure to these smaller stocks than
market capitalisation weighting does.
“Not all equal weight approaches are equal. There needs to be a strong emphasis on liquidity and coverage
which will help mitigate unnecessary tail risk. Australia’s standard equal weighted index, the MVIS Australia
Equal Weight Index, has outperformed Australia’s standard market capitalisation weighted index, the
S&P/ASX 200 Index, over most periods since its inception in 2014 because of its consistent exposure to high
performing stocks,” Mr Neiron said.
VanEck’s belief in an equal weight approach lead to the launch of the VanEck Vectors Australian Equal
Weight ETF (ASX: MVW) in March 2014. MVW tracks the MVIS Australia Equal Weight Index which has
outperformed the S&P/ASX 200 Index in 12 of the past 15 calendar years including the last six in a row.
MVW has outperformed the S&P/ASX 200 Index by 3.55% per annum since its inception1.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: This information is issued by VanEck Investments Limited ABN 22 146 596 116 AFSL 416755
(‘VanEck) as the responsible entity and issuer of the VanEck Vectors Australian domiciled exchange traded funds
(‘Funds’). Nothing in this content is a solicitation to buy or an offer to sell shares of any investment in any jurisdiction
including where the offer or solicitation would be unlawful under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. This is general
information only and not financial advice. It does not take into account any person’s individual objectives, financial
situation or needs. Before making an investment decision in relation to a Fund, you should read the applicable PDS and
with the assistance of a financial adviser consider if it is appropriate for your circumstances. PDSs are available at
www.vaneck.com.au or by calling 1300 68 38 37. The Funds are subject to investment risk, including possible loss of
capital invested. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. No member of the VanEck group of
companies gives any guarantee or assurance as to the repayment of capital, the payment of income, the performance, or
any particular rate of return from any Fund.
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Performance since inception from March 2014 to 31 May 2018.

MVIS Australia Equal Weight Index (‘MVIS Index’) is the exclusive property of MV Index Solutions GmbH based in
Frankfurt, Germany (‘MVIS’). MVIS makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in the Fund. MVIS has
contracted with Solactive AG to maintain and calculate the MVIS Index. Solactive uses its best efforts to ensure that the
MVIS Index is calculated correctly. Irrespective of its obligations towards MVIS, Solactive has no obligation to point out
errors in the MVIS Index to third parties.
About VanEck
Founded in 1955, VanEck was among the first asset managers helping investors achieve greater diversification through
global investing. Today we are recognised for being a pioneer in global markets and for drawing on our experience to
offer innovative solutions. We offer these solutions to individual investors and institutions, including endowments,
foundations, pension plans and private banks.
VanEck is one of the world's largest exchange traded product issuers. In Australia our range of ETFs (exchange traded
funds) offer investors intelligently designed investment strategies that take advantage of targeted market opportunities.
With offices in key financial centres and regions including New York, Sydney, Shanghai, Frankfurt, Madrid and Zurich,
VanEck offers investors broad investment reach with deep experience.
Further information about VanEck is available at vaneck.com.au
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